A Novel Median-Point Mode Decomposition Algorithm for Motor Rolling Bearing Fault Recognition
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Precise fault recognition of motor rolling bearing fault is playing a significant role in any machinery and equipment. However, conventional decomposition methods fail to completely reveal the fault signal information of motor rolling bearing due to mixed modes problem. To solve the problem, the median-point mode decomposition (MMD) method is presented. The MMD method uses sort-based inversion to sort out each variation of the same time interval for better and specific mode decomposition, with the assistance of the advanced envelope curve formed by the median points between adjacent extreme points. It certainly alleviates the mixed mode during the iteration of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Therefore, comparison results are simulated in the proposed MMD method with conventional methods. Experiment of motor rolling bearing fault is operated for fault recognition in order to demonstrate the MMD algorithm.

1. Introduction

Rolling bearings are common components in rotating machines, which have been significant in the industry. The motor signal is a nonlinear, nonstationary weak signal with strong randomness. In the acquisition process, it will be affected by external environmental actions or noise interference such as power frequency, leading to mixed modes in the IMF components. Therefore, the preprocessing of this type of signal is an important research problem. Meanwhile, fault signal of the motor cannot be intuitively observed due to its characteristic complexity, so it needs to be decomposed or extracted in time domain and frequency domain and fault characteristic values from multiple angles should be obtained. Feature extraction is the core content of fault recognition. The accuracy of the signal process and that of feature extraction will directly affect the reliability of fault recognition. Thus, HHT is an adaptive time-frequency analysis method to be used in the feature extraction of fault recognition.

Conventional signal processing techniques can only detect stationary and linear signals [1]. Wavelet transform was studied for nonstationary signals and time-frequency analysis [2], but the wavelet base function limits the result of it, which may lead to a priori assumption on the characteristics of the investigated vibration signal [3]. As a self-adaptive signal processing method, empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is analyzed to decompose the complicated signal into a set of complete and intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [4, 5].

However, mixed mode problem is one of the major drawbacks of EMD, caused by the screening process in the EMD algorithm and the discontinuity of the eigenmode function of a certain time scale and several time scales [6]. Mixed mode problem leads to the decomposed IMFs becoming distorted because the signals are mixed with discontinuous high-frequency weak noise interference and it confuses the time-frequency distribution, making each IMF lack physical meaning.

A simple mixed mode example would be like two identical signals, one having low-order random noise and the other not; the results of EMD decomposition can be quite different [7–10]. Mixed modes in bearing faults cause the fatal breakdown of machines and inestimable economic losses [11–14]. In order to overcome the above problems, ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) is studied.
as a new solution for mixed mode problem, which is through adding finite white noise to the investigated signal. However, the Gaussian white noise may make it difficult to determine an ensemble mean as the different iterations can generate different number of IMFs [15–18]. Furthermore, the EEMD method is hard to be self-adaptive as it requires an amplitude of noise and ensemble number as parameters. Therefore, it is significant to detect the existence and severity of a bearing fault with an efficiently fast, accurate method.

In this paper, a novel median-point algorithm with time interval sort-based inversion is developed. EMD and EEMD algorithms with some of their drawbacks are reviewed. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the principle of the proposed median-point mode decomposition is presented. Then, detail process simulations of MMD are shown in Section 3, followed by the flowchart of the MMD method. Finally, simulations of EMD and EEMD based on the same original mode as MMD and simulated fault recognition are all given to demonstrate that the proposed method based on MMD obtains a more precise mode decomposition result. The proposed MMD method can be applied in practice, particularly in fault recognition of rolling element bearings since its occurrence.

2. Principle of the Proposed Median-Point Mode Decomposition (MMD)

Median-point mode decomposition (MMD) can be treated as a screening process, which is a self-adaptive method and can decompose any complex signal into a list of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), which must meet two conditions as follows in Table 1.

All the local extrema are identified as $x(t)$. In EMD, the first step is to construct the upper envelope and lower envelope in the signal by interpolating the local maxima and minima, respectively, using cubic spline [11]. However, in MMD, we apply sort-based inversion to detect out all periods in the same frequency and then, respectively, employ only the median point between adjacent extreme points of one specific part, to gain the median-point-fit-curve $m(t)$ for further managements.

Huge difference among EMD, EEMD, and MMD is that the sort-based inversion algorithm is adopted in MMD to sort the obtained time intervals from small to large. Set a default maximum value rate of time intervals earlier. Then, when the rate of change exceeds the set value, the system defaults to take the time interval value before the change as the maximum time interval value $T_{\text{max}}$ of this required mode.

The median-point-fit-curve is formed by cubic spline function, under two different conditions, listed in Table 2.

Thus, the difference between the local extrema of $x(t)$ and median-point-fit-curve $m(t)$ is marked as equation (1), which should meet the condition in Table 1:

$$h(t) = x(t) - m(t).$$  (1)

Repeat the above steps until $h(t)$ is an IMF, and then, set $c_i(t) = h(t)$. Then, compute the residue $r_i(t) = x(t) - c_i(t)$ and set $x(t) = r_i(t)$ and repeat the above steps to extract the next IMF until $r_i(t)$ is monotonic or constant.

The result of MMD algorithm can be expressed as

$$x(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_j(t) + r_n(t),$$  (2)

where $x(t)$ is decomposed into a series of IMFs $c_j(t)$ and a residue $r(t)$. For better presentation of the principle of MMD, we have listed the steps of MMD, as shown in Table 3.

3. Detail Process of MMD

The original signal composed of signals with different amplitude and frequency ratios is crucial to the EMD\EEMD mode mixing problems. As the principle of MMD is presented completely in Section 2, an example is presented as follows, where $x(t)$ is composed of $x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4$, and $x_5$:

$$x_1(t) = 0.01t,$$  (3)

$$x_2(t) = 0.1 \sin(2\pi t),$$  (4)

$$x_3(t) = 0.12 \sin(6\pi t),$$  (5)

$$x_4(t) = 0.15 \sin(16\pi t_2),$$  (6)

$$x_5(t) = 0.35 \sin(76\pi nt_1),$$  (7)

where $0 \leq t \leq 2, 0.3 \leq t_2 \leq 0.6, \text{ and } 1.3 \leq t_1 \leq 1.6$, shown in Figure 1.

The original signal $x(t)$ consists of constituent signals with different degrees of frequency separation, which is shown in Figure 1. Mixed mode exists in nonlinear and nonstationary signals. In order to verify the sensitivity of EMD\EEMD to signal changes, the proposed method adds new interference processing in the time $t_1 = 0.3$ s and $t_2 = 1.3$ s and ends at the time of $0.6$ s and $1.6$ s, respectively. Each component in $x(t)$ contains only a simple vibration mode (single instantaneous frequency), and the signals of these components can completely represent the real physical information in the original signal.

For comparison, the simulation signal $x(t)$ is analyzed using the EMD and EEMD method and the decomposition results are displayed in Figures 2 and 3.

Notice that when EMD is operated on the original signal $x(t)$, the result is as shown in Figure 2. Mixed mode problem makes the scale of the first-order IMF1 ($c_1$) different, and the scale of IMF2 ($c_2$) is also affected by $c_2$, while $c_3$ and $c_4$ contain the same scale signal. It can be judged that there are obvious mixed modes existing, leading to the component becoming seriously distorted, as compared with the original signal. It is indistinct that the problem of mixed modes appears at IMF1-4 below, showing that the EMD method fails to provide the reasonable decomposition.

The components $y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4$, and $y_5$ in original signal $x(t)$ are defined in (equations (3)–(7)). From top to the bottom of Figure 2, each subfigure represents IMFs with ascending order and is produced by the EMD method.
Despite the previous example [1] showing the EMD’s accurate decomposition of a synthetic signal, the result above indicates that the mixed modes problem containing mixed components of the input signal cannot be decomposed successfully. Therefore, the same original signal \( x(t) \) is taken as the input signal for the EEMD method for better comparison, shown as follows.

In Figure 3, it can be observed that when mixed modes occur, the signal components of different scales coexist in the same order of IMF. In other words, signal components with different frequencies coexist in the same order of IMF. From top to the bottom of Figure 3, each subfigure represents IMFs with ascending order produced by the EEMD method. As EEMD performing the signal \( x(t) \), mixed modes can be reduced to a certain extent, but it cannot be eliminated fundamentally, and the decomposition result cannot reveal the signal characteristics and provide accurate information.

Note that MMD has multiresolution analysis and the advantages of signal analysis such as local adaptability, shown in Figure 4, where IMF1 is decomposed without the influence of mixed mode problem.

The process of the method for decomposing signals into each IMF is shown in Figure 4, demonstrating the advantage of self-adaptiveness and high efficiency in MMD.

The red curve in Figure 4 is the median-point-fit-curve \( m(t) \), and the blue curve is the original signal \( x(t) \); the difference between \( x(t) \) and \( m(t) \) can be obtained as an IMF if conditions meet equally (Table 1), denoted as \( h(t) \). Even with a complex original signal in Figure 1, it can be noticed that IMF1 \( h(t) = x(t) - m(t) \) without obvious mixed mode.

Hence, the IMFs \( h(t) \) equals the difference between the original signal \( x(t) \) and the median-point-fit-curve \( m(t) \). The MMD algorithm is operated in all five different composition processes in five different time intervals sorted by the

---

**Table 1: Conditions of IMF.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1</td>
<td>The number of signal extreme points is equal to zero point or the difference in them is within 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2</td>
<td>At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima and the envelope defined by the local minima is zero.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Conditions of the maximum time interval value \( T_{\text{max}} \).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1</td>
<td>When the interval of adjacent extreme points is larger than ( T_{\text{max}} ), the value of median point would be the magnitude and amount of time of ( x(t) ) between the current extreme points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2</td>
<td>When the interval is less than ( T_{\text{max}} ), the MMD assigns the value of median point from the current adjacent extreme points and the value of median point corresponding to the original signal, together to the value of median point.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: The MMD algorithm.**

1. Identify all the local extrema of \( x(t) \).
2. Obtain the local maxima and minima of \( x(t) \).
3. Gain all the time intervals between adjacent extreme points.
4. Apply sort-based inversion algorithm for time intervals from high frequency to low.
5. Determine the rate of change of the time interval and set a maximum of time interval \( T_{\text{max}} \).
6. Gain different values of median point in different periods of time intervals based on two conditions of \( T_{\text{max}} \).
7. In each sorted period of time intervals, through cubic spline function, form the median-point-fit-curve with all the gained median points \( m(t) \).
8. Set \( h(t) = x(t) - m(t) \).
9. Repeat the above steps until \( h(t) \) is an IMF, check in Table 1, and then set \( c(t) = h(t) \).
10. Compute the residue \( r(t) = x(t) - c(t) \).
11. Set \( x(t) = r(t) \) and repeat the above steps to extract the next IMF until \( r(t) \) is monotonic or constant.

---

**Figure 1: Synthetic signal waveform \( x(t) \).**
ranking algorithm, in order to obtain IMF1-5, shown in Figure 5.

The result in Figure 5 demonstrates that the MMD method can effectively decompose the added interferences and normal signal into the correct constituent signals in various cases, alleviating mixed modes problem and being self-adaptive at the same time.

It can be seen from the results of IMFs in Figure 5 that MMD algorithm can decompose a series of IMFs from high to low frequencies, without the influence of mixed mode problem.

As the problem of mixed mode occurs, an IMF can cease to have physical meaning by itself, suggesting falsely that there may be different physical processes represented in a mode. In MMD, when acquiring IMF components, because too many iterations would damage the integrity of the signal and its physical meaning, the number of iterations needs to be limited. Therefore, the criterion to end iterations used in this method is already written in Tables 1 and 2 and Step 11 of Table 3.

Additionally, observing the differences of EMD and EEMD shown in Figures 2 and 3, the decomposition result of the EEMD method is better than that of the EMD method. However, EEMD takes three more steps to iterate out the final IMF component. Thus, the result of MMD using the same original signal $x(t)$ given in Figure 5 represents better mode decomposition.

Applying MMD to decompose $x(t)$ resulted in a series of IMFs, where the $imf1-5$ denote all the IMFs, showing a successful decomposition of four smoothly sinusoidal signals and single residual, accordingly. As can be seen, MMD can solve the problem of mixed modes well with the mode component very similar to the original signal. Comparing Figures 3–5, the IMFs decomposed by MMD is obviously more accurate than the decomposition results of EMD and EEMD. The frequency of each IMF is sequentially reduced, and the waveform transformation is more regular. It shows that MMD can avoid mixed mode because it could separate high-frequency and low-frequency components clearly and obtain the meaningful signal sufficiently. It can also prove that MMD maintains the adaptability in signal decomposition.

In the interim, the implementation flowchart of this proposed MMD method is shown in Figure 6. The $x(t)$ represents original signal in Figure 1. $c(t)$ stands for each of IMFs $h(t)$, and $r(t)$ denotes residue, which equals to $x(t) − c(t)$. The median-point-fit-curve $m(t)$ is formed by cubic spline function. At first, identify all the local extrema of original signal $x(t)$ to obtain the local maxima and minima of

![Figure 2: EMD result of signal $x(t)$](image-url)
Then, the time interval in all the adjacent extreme points is arranged in ascending order with sort-based inversion, selecting out the different frequency periods for MMD to operate, respectively. Check two conditions about the pre-set maximum of time interval $T_{\text{max}}$ of Table 2, then the cubic spline function is used to form the median-point-fit curve in each sorted time interval, and the median-point-fit curve obtained is processed in the next step according to the EEMD and EMD methods. Finally, the MMD algorithm achieves self-adaptive mode decomposition with the alleviation in mixed modes.

**4. Motor Fault Recognition Experiments**

The characteristic complexity in motor fault signal makes it hard to be detected. Generally, engineers and researchers adopt different diagnostic methods for different bearing faults of motors, but each one needs the separation from the decomposition and extraction of modes.

When a bearing fault occurs in an asynchronous motor, its vibration frequency will change significantly, and for different types of bearing faults, the characteristic frequency of the fault produced is also different.
Therefore, the type of bearing failure can be identified by the vibration characteristic frequency. The following is the vibration characteristic frequency formula of various bearing faults. The expression of outer ring fault $f_{OD}$, inner ring fault $f_{ID}$, rolling element fault $f_{BD}$, and cage fault $f_{CD}$, are shown as follows [12]:

![Figure 4: Synthetic signal waveform $x(t)$ for obtaining IMF1.](image4.png)

![Figure 5: MMD result of signal $x(t)$.](image5.png)
the bearing rolling elements, and $\Phi$ is the contact angle of rolling element.

As we can see above, the rolling element of motor rolling bearing fault is simulated and the time-domain waveform of the fault vibration signal is shown in Figure 7, where the vertical axis represents the vibration signal of the motor. For better observation, an enlarged view of Figure 7 during the time of zero to two seconds is presented in Figure 8. At the same time, the four IMF components (IMF1–IMF4) and one residual term (Res) obtained by adaptive MMD decomposition of the fault vibration signal are shown in Figure 9. Note that from the corresponding kurtosis value of each IMF component, we can conclude that since the kurtosis value of the IMF component of the 4th layer is the largest, the IMF4 component contains a lot of obvious fault characteristic information.

Therefore, the characteristics of the vibration signal as the rolling bearing outer ring in motor fault are verified, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the MMD method for the fault recognition.

Note that the MMD algorithm is able to alleviate the mixed modes problem in fault signal, where each IMF shows a certain periodicity. In this proposed method, the algorithm based on MMD and sort-based inversion is used to separate and alleviate the mixed modes. MMD decomposition of each quasi-margin term is re-decomposed to realize the self-adaptive function, making sure every IMF meets the conditions in Table 1. The result of EMD and MM obtained are both shown in Figure 9, illustrating through comparison with the conventional method that the algorithm successfully separated mixed modes problems in motor fault.

In Figure 9, the signal of IMF1 is completely extracted in the MMD method, while the EMD method still has mixed mode problem. Note that the resonance occurs with specific resonance frequency, and we manage to analyze with Hilbert–Huang spectrum for further needs of fault recognition.

In order to respond to the relationship between time-frequency-amplitude more intuitively, the three-dimensional Hilbert spectrum based on the information from the above IMFs is drawn in Figure 10. In Figure 10, there are fluctuations in the low-frequency part, but basically no energy distribution on the high-frequency part, which can be seen as linearly distributed and stable.

For better observation in the low-frequency part, comparative IMFs marginal spectra of EMD and MMD in motor rolling bearing fault are given in Figure 11. The decomposition result of MMD has 5 IMFs. The IMFs contain enough physical meaning which are called effective intrinsic functions (EIMF). False intrinsic mode function (FIMF) components denote no physical meaning in IMFs. As can be seen in Figure 11, the result from EMD of Figure 11(a) conducts more numbers of FIMFs than MIM, which means the MMD method has better performance, particularly in fault recognition of rolling element bearings.

It can be seen from Figure 11(b) that the largest amplitude is around 0.35 with the frequency of near 38 Hz. According to theoretical calculation in equation (9), the inner ring is faulty with the calculated frequency of 37.6 Hz. Thus, the frequency near 38 Hz occupies the main
Figure 7: Synthetic signal waveform of motor rolling bearing simulated fault.

Figure 8: Synthetic signal waveform of motor rolling bearing simulated fault from the time of 0 s to 2 s.

Figure 9: Result of signal of motor rolling bearing simulated fault. (a) EMD method; (b) MMD method.
components, representing ability gathering, which proves obvious fault information and can be treated as a motor rolling bearing fault. That is, the MMD method can effectively extract the signal feature effectively and avoid the mixed modes problem.

Figure 12 shows the whole process of MMD applied in practice for extracting the motor fault; thus, the detected feature vector verifies the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

5. Conclusions
A fault recognition method for motor rolling bearing fault is put forward in this paper, which is based on a novel median-
point mode decomposition (MMD) with sort-based inversion algorithm. The MMD method is not only suitable for analyzing complex multicomponent signals but also chosen to precondition the vibration signal of the roller bearing to produce a set of IMF components. For the fact that the vibration signal is nonlinear and unstable, the MMD method keeps the algorithm self-adaptive for sorting out each variation of the extreme points interval with better and specific mode decomposition. Comparison simulations and experiments are operated to highlight the advantages of MMD in dealing with mixed mode problem in nonlinear signals.

In summary, MMD is a better choice when the signal needs time-frequency analysis, especially when the signal is nonlinear and nonstationary. The proposed method MMD keeps the advantages of EMD and EEMD and avoid mixed mode, which makes it capable of capturing the features of the signal in motor rolling bearing fault accurately. [13–18]
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